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Abstract— Security is the main thing for every application 

because protect the system from attackers. Here uses both 

graphical and text passwords. The user can select one point 

from one image and also set text password on there and also 

user can select n no of images, usually provide n points for 

one image. Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm is used 

for both passwords, it provide better security. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Graphical passwords gives an alternative to traditional 

alphanumeric passwords. People have capacity that usually 

remember pictures better than words. Authentication of users 

is a fundamental component in most computer security 

contexts. This gives the basis for accessing and controlling 

and user account. There are different types of user 

authentications, like alphanumerical username/passwords, 

these are the most common type of user authentication. These 

are flexible and easy to implement and also to use.  

The most widely used authentication ones are the 

textual passwords authentication method for decades. 

Comprised of numbers and upper-case and lower-case letters, 

textual passwords are considered strong enough to resist 

against brute force attacks. Its not very easy to remember 

textual password is hard to memorize and recollect. 

Therefore, users tend to choose passwords that are either 

short or from the dictionary, rather than random alphanumeric 

strings. Even worse, it is not a rare case that users may use 

only one username and password for multiple accounts. 

According to an article in Computer world, a security team at 

a large company ran a network password cracker and 

surprisingly cracked approximately 80% of the employees’ 

passwords within 30 seconds. Textual passwords are often 

insecure due to the difficulty of maintaining strong ones. 

To address the problems and weaknesses associated 

with textual passwords various graphical password 

authentication schemes were developed. Based on some 

practical studies humans have a better ability to memorize 

images other than long-term memory and also verbal 

representations. Image-based passwords are easier to 

recollect hence users can build a complex authentication 

password and are capable of recollecting it even after a long 

time. However, most of the image-based passwords are 

vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks (SSAs). This type of 

attackers either uses direct observation, like watching over 

someone’s shoulder or applies video capturing techniques for 

getting passwords, PINs, or other sensitive personal 

information. 

For later logins actions like choosing bad passwords 

for new accounts and giving passwords in an insecure way 

are regarded as the weakest link in the authentication chain. 

Thus, an authentication scheme have to be designed to 

overcome those vulnerabilities.  Alternatives to textual-based 

passwords various graphical password schemes have been 

proposed. Many research and experience have shown that 

text-based passwords have both usability and security 

problems that make them less than desirable solutions. Many 

Psychology studies revealed that the human brain is better for 

recognizing and recalling images than text graphical 

passwords. Hopes that by reducing the memory burden on 

users, coupled with a larger full password space offered by 

images, more secure passwords can be produced and users 

will not resort to unsafe practices in order to cope. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

In this paper [1], For a sequence of images users click on one 

point per image. The image next is based on the previous 

click-point. In terms of speed, accuracy, and number of errors 

performance was very good. Here users preferred Cued Click 

Points to PassPoints, that is selecting and remembering only 

one point per image was easier than other, and that seeing 

each image triggered their memory of where the 

corresponding point was located. Here suggest that, Cued 

Click Points has greater security than PassPoints because the 

number of images increases the confusion of attackers. Cued 

Click Points (CCP) is a alternative to PassPoints. In CCP, 

users click one point on each of n= 5 images rather than on 

several points on one image. It gives cued-recall and also 

introduces visual cues that is instantly alert to valid users if 

they had made any mistake at the time of entering (at which 

point they can cancel their attempt and retry from the 

beginning). As shown in Figure 1, each click points results 

for showing the next-image, as they click on their sequence 

of points in effect leads users down a “path”. The wrong click 

leads to an incorrect path, only after the final click, with an 

explicit indication of authentication failure. The users can 

choose their images only to the extent that is their click-point 

finds the next image. If they don’t like the resulting images, 

have a option to create a new password containing different 

click-points for getting different images. Initially CCP 

behaves like PassPoints. During password creation phase, a 

method is used to determine a click-point’s tolerance square 

and corresponding grid that is discretization. For every click-

point in a frequent login attempt, this grid is release and are 

used to determine whether the click-point faills. By using 

CCP, next needed image is displayed. CCP has advantages 

over PassPoints in terms of usability because it takes the 

advantage of users’ ability to recognize images and also the 

memory trigger associated with seeing a new image. Being 

cued as each image is shown and have to remember only one 

click-point per image appears easier than having to remember 

an ordered series of clicks on one image. 

 
Fig. 1: Selecting points 
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In this paper [2], the proposed system works like 

follows, at the registration time, a user will creates a graphical 

password by first entering a picture that they chooses. Then 

user will chooses several point-of-interest (POI) regions in 

that picture. Each POI is rounded by a circle. On every POI, 

the user will types a word or phrase on that POI. POI is 

associated with an empty string, if the user does not type any 

text after selecting a POI. The user can choose either be order 

significant (stronger password), or to make the or 

insignificant. The Figure 2, shows an example of a user 

creating a graphical password. In this example, the user 

chooses a picture of his or her kids by pressing “Load Image 

button”. Then the user clicks on the kids faces in the order of 

their ages (order is enforced). For every selected region, the 

user types the kid’s name or nickname. 

 
Fig. 2: POI with text password 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Now every sectors spend a huge money, time for getting 

security. For getting security authentication plays a vital role. 

For better authentication passwords can be used. 

Authentication can be done in many ways one of the way is 

setting passwords, and also passwords can be in many ways 

either textual or graphical. Here uses both textual and 

graphical passwords. Most of the systems allows user to 

select more than two points in one image but here allows a 

user to select one point in one image. Chance to get use n no 

of images. While selecting an image, users also enter their 

text password on that selected place. The text password is 

encrypted by using the algorithm. This makes the system 

more secure. Because attackers cannot enter in to the system 

only simply knowing the selected location also need to know 

the textual password also. This will reduce many attacks like 

shoulder surfing.  

It contains two phases, the first one is the 

registration phase and the second one is the login phase. Here 

user can select one pass-square per image for a sequence of n 

images. The number of images (i.e., n) is decided by the user 

after considering the trade-off between security and usability 

of the system. At the time of selecting the point in the picture 

user an also enter their textual password. The difference 

between other system from this is, it allows user to select on 

point in a picture rather than selecting many points in a 

picture. Both the textual password and graphical password are 

encrypted by using advanced encryption standard. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In the increasing of web services and apps, users are able to 

use their system anytime and anywhere. For the protection of 

users’ digital property, authentication is required every time. 

But, doing the authentication process in public is risk and is 

suspected to many attacks like shoulder surfing attacks. Now 

a complicated password can also be cracked easily. Users 

need to type their passwords to authenticate themselves 

during traditional textual passwords or PIN method so these 

passwords can get easily if someone uses video recording 

devices such as cell phones. To overcome this problem, here 

proposed an authentication system based on graphical 

passwords and textual passwords. Users can point out the 

location of their pass-square and at the time of login they can 

reselect their point and type the password. If the two 

passwords are correct then they can access the system 
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